CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud Computing
Business communications across the world are revolving around Analytics,
Cloud, Mobility, and Social. The cloud encompasses the power to transform
businesses by prompting agile business platforms, accelerating digital
innovation, and minimizing time-to-market. In other words, the cloud has
become the corner stone for global enterprises.
Just wishing to embrace the power of cloud in not sufficient as the cloud
journey demands tackling today’s realities; with cloud solutions designed at
our Innovation Labs, you are covered.
With motivitylabs you can have complete control over spanning multiple
clouds. Our next generation solutions are designed to support various
workload environments as well as different application types.
Motivitylabs welcomes you to explore the potential of the cloud technology
and re-imagine your cloud planning.
Get the motivitylabs Advantage
Cloud services designed at our Innovation Labs empower corporate leaders
as well as employees to conduct their operations in more meaningful and
productive way. Our solutions assist our clients to:
•

Provide their workforce with an anytime, anywhere, any device
experience

•

Accurately scale, manage, optimize and outsource their IT resources

•

Transform to a dynamic growth engine by truly becoming an agile
enterprise

•

Minimize up-front investments and take complete control over costs

Our technology experts mixed with motivitylab’s in-depth expertise provide
true multidirectional dynamism to deliver a seamless cloud journey.

Experience True Innovation with Our Multi-Cloud Services
Cloud Advisory Services
Organizations are concentrating their energy on achieving competitive
advantage through innovative business models, process agility, and
collaboration, at low costs. With the right direction, appropriate cloud
solutions have the power to provide such flexibility to seize innovative
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business opportunities. Organizations are required to identify and develop an
efficient cloud strategy that can fulfill their business goals.
Corporate leaders are aiming to balance their cloud vision in strategic
manner with managing practical challenges including fiscal economy,
functionality, and security. Cloud advisory services of motivitylabs are aimed
at:
• Deciding important things to migrate to cloud by setting priority on
infrastructure, applications, and processes.
•

Determining ideal ways for cloud migration by developing an efficient
migration strategy.

•

Determining an apt cloud type to migrate to by implementing an ideal
mix of Public, Private or Hybrid Clouds

Application Development Platforms
Our cloud application management will allow you to feel the power of the
cloud at your fingertips.
Develop your application fast, pivot in no time, and improve often.
Development platforms created by motivitylabs abstract the physical
attributes and mix it with the virtual attributes; they assist you in spanning
your cloud-enabled applications to cloud-native applications.
Prime Features:
•

Scalable and simplified deployment

•

Familiar and fast development

•

Truly optimized performance

Outstanding Cloud Analytics
In order to optimize your wide-spread data, you need outstanding cloud
analytics. Our analytics solutions enable you to seize every opportunity that
you can derive from data insight. Take full advantage of the connections in
your widely-distributed network to extract valuable insights and take realtime action.
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Prime Features:
•

Combine highly distributed operations

•

Bring analytics to your enterprise data

•

Empower staff with real-time data access

Automated Infrastructure
Automated infrastructure allows you to become nimble, and scale new levels
of efficiency and speed to IT. Also it infuses the required control to improve
enterprise agility.
Prime Features:
•

Simplify your cloud automation

•

Get control, visibility and automation

•

Ease the cloud migration process

Cloud Application Migration
Organizations are experiencing a thriving need to shift their applications and
infrastructure to cloud for cost-efficiency and responsiveness. Modernizing
data center architectures and application platforms has become an
imperative requirement in order to support multi-geography projects and
unpredictable business demands.
Extract values you need from the cloud with motivitylabs. Our cloud
expertise will assist you to:
•

Discard the siloed approach within your organization to cloud
migration

•

Determine applications that are apt to move to cloud for different
cloud types
Prevent duplication of efforts and resource utilization with respect to
cloud migration

•
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Cloud Integration
The increasing heterogeneity of organizational application portfolio is
thankful to the adoption of modern technologies and unprecedented growth
scale of organizational. Organizations are realizing that such increasing
heterogeneity is leading to greater integration complexity and information
silos. For seamless business operations, organizations need the ecosystem of
interconnected business application. Secure and smooth data flow enhances
customer satisfaction, optimizes business processes, and blurs organizations
silos.
It is not wise for organizations to ignore the criticality of the complexities
associated with application integration, especially cloud-based applications.
Such complexities often extend beyond organization boundaries and they are
no small challenge to overcome. Our innovate on oriented cloud integration
solutions empower you to form a mature strategy to overcome:
•

Interface limitations as well as application connectivity

•

Performance and latency related challenges

•

Cost issues linked with data flow volume

Cloud Security Services
Don’t settle for anything less than a comprehensive security. Get piece of
mind you deserve with security solutions spanning the cloud, data center,
and to the edge.
Our solutions aim at providing consistent security where applications and
services are deployed, and also beyond the limits of multi-cloud
environments.
Prime Features:
•
•
•

Optimum control and visibility across multiple cloud platforms
Highly secure cloud for your peace of mind
Pre-attack as well as post-attack security assurance
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